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Greetings, Readers,
As we reflect back on the first issue of
Feminist Spaces, we recognize the
increasing importance of literal and
figurative spaces that provide emerging
scholars with the opportunity to create,
share, and explore their thoughts on
emerging trends in women’s and gender
studies. In the inaugural issue of Feminist Spaces, we offered a series of powerful
manifestas that brought to light personal stories with political implications, providing
readers with an understanding of feminism and women’s studies from a variety of
student perspectives. These pieces captured the experiences of students whose ideas
contribute to the discourses of women’s studies as both an academic discipline and a
political movement geared toward gender equity.
We are delighted to continue the tradition of Feminist Spaces with our second issue
dedicated entirely to the study of women and technology. In this issue, as in our last, we
showcase undergraduate and graduate student works--artistic and academic--that
explore the latest trends in women’s and gender studies, this time focusing primarily on
women and technological innovations throughout history and across cultures. For
instance, works attend to the politics of women and social media, and explore the issues
that surround reproductive technologies and the enduring patriarchal influence that
complicates these scientific innovations and developments.
Feminist Spaces 1.2 offers insightful works that unearth potentials and realities
surrounding women’s experiences with, participation in, and relationships to emergent
technologies, technology-driven enterprises, and technological theories.
As always, we now invite you to turn the page and discover what lies within and beyond
these dynamic and continually growing feminist spaces.
Our very, very best,
Taylor Willbanks and Becca Namniek
Co-Founders and Editors-in-Chief
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Contributor Biographies

Stephanie E. V. Brown graduated from Seattle Pacific University with a BA in
Psychology. Her honors thesis investigated the effects of the repeal of the controversial
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American Psychological Association convention in 2013. Stephanie’s main academic
interests include gender stereotyping, sexual harassment, and the relationship between
psychological research and U.S. public policy. She currently participates in the
Workforce Issues Lab at the University of West Florida.
Shawna Guenther is a doctoral student in English at Dalhousie University. She holds
Masters degrees in Biology and English. Her dissertation will analyze representations of
women’s breasts in sixteenth and seventeenth-century English medical texts. She has
published numerous academic essays and creative nonfiction works, and co-edited the
textbook Mothering Canada: Interdisciplinary Voices/ La maternité au Canada: voix
interdisciplinaires.
Tenee’ Hart: “The pairing of aesthetic beauty with topics that shock, entice, or disturb
serve as staples in my work. The woman as creator, woman as the oppressed and the self
perception of the woman are some of the themes that I explore throughout my work.”
Natalia Fernández Jimeno holds a BA in Philosophy and an MA in Teacher
Education in 2014 from the University of Oviedo. She is currently pursuing
postgraduate studies in the doctoral program of Gender and Diversity, and her current
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MANDEM is the artistic pseudonym shared by Maize Arendsee (an art instructor and
Studio Art MFA student at Florida State University) and her life-partner, Moco
Steinman-Arendsee. Drawing upon an academic background in classical mythology,
gender studies, and critical theory, MANDEM works across media and materials
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destabilizing genre in terms of content and media.
Natalie Peters is an MA student in the Women's Studies program at the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Her research interests include feminism, new media, and
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Feminist Twitter: Harassment and Progress in the Digital Age
Stephanie E.V. Brown
Feminists worldwide use social media platforms like Twitter to promote
equality and combat misogyny. However, the anonymity and
interconnectedness of Twitter that often works in favor of feminists can
create an environment perfect for intense cyber harassment and bullying.
Cyber harassment is a dangerous yet common component of social media
interaction. According to 2014 Pew Research estimates, nearly 40 percent
of Internet users have personally experienced online harassment. 1 With
online bullying at an all-time high, is using Twitter worth the hassle?
In recent years, Twitter has become one of the main ways for feminists to
organize campaigns that bring awareness to women’s issues.2 Two recent
examples include campaigns lead by feminist activists Anita Sarkeesian
and Caroline Criado-Perez. In late 2012, Sarkeesian started a campaign to
raise awareness of the ways in which women are portrayed in video games.
Citing examples of games ranging from the violent Grand Theft Auto
series to the widely recognized Mario franchise, Sarkeesian sought to fund
a series of educational videos that would explain the harmful portrayals of
women in the gaming world. Appealing to the established Twitter
following of her “Feminist Frequency” blog, she solicited funds to create
the series that she titled “Tropes vs. Women in Video Games.” The
fundraising was a success, raising over $150,000 more than her initial
goal.3 With the extra funds, she was able to create more videos exploring
the nature of women in video games and create educational guides that
could be used in classrooms.
In England, Caroline Criado-Perez campaigned for representation of
British women on banknotes. In 2013, it was announced that the image of
social activist Elizabeth Fry featured the Bank of England’s £5 note would
be replaced by an image of Winston Churchill, who was to be featured on
the £10 note. Criado-Perez took to Twitter, stressing that there have only
ever been three women on any banknote (including the Queen herself),
and it would be terrible to replace the only woman with an image of yet
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another man. She used the Twitter hashtag "#FeministTenner" to rally
supporters to ask the Bank of England to reconsider their choice. Protests
were organized, petitions were signed, and in 2014 the Bank of England
announced their decision to put British author Jane Austen on the £10
banknote.4
While both of these campaigns were unmitigated successes, they also
attracted the attention of persistent harassers. The very nature of being
visible to the public on Twitter exposed these feminists to a menacing type
of harassment that would be considered out of line in a face-to-face
situation. Both Sarkeesian and Criado-Perez were subjected to threats of
rape, bodily harm, and even death. Unfortunately, many other women
online have echoed these experiences. Why do these threats occur so often
on social media when they are relatively rare between strangers offline?
In her 2012 article on sexual harassment for the Maryland Law Review,
Mary Anne Franks explained that “three features of cyberspace exacerbate
the impact of harassment: anonymity, amplification, and permanence.”5
When applying these three features to Twitter, we see that they hold true.
Twitter allows users to sign up using only an email address, and does not
require that the user sign up under their real name. This anonymity allows
users to say things they might not usually say, and gives them a buffer
between their actions and their repercussions. While there are ways to
expose anonymous "trolls," Twitter as a company chooses to protect these
users under the banner of free speech. In many ways, this anonymity is
beneficial to feminists as well. Women worldwide use this same medium of
online communication to keep themselves and their identities safe from
those who seek to do them harm. Posting anonymously, while harmful in
some contexts, also grants feminists the ability to speak out in countries
like Iran and Egypt, where government or religious regimes often limit
free speech.
For some, harassing women on Twitter is a game, and sending a harassing
message that gets likes or re-tweets further spurs their provocations.
When a harasser feels that what they said was popular or funny, they
continue their attack. Others join in hoping to get their moment of
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Internet fame. In a single week, Sarkeesian received over 156 death and
rape threats from many different users.6 In the case of Criado-Perez, one
of her arrested harassers specifically kept threatening her because he
viewed the re-tweeting of his messages as an “indication of popularity.”7
The effort to block and report the trolls is often an overwhelming and time
consuming task, especially because abusers can easily create new accounts
to continue their attacks under different names. The amplification of
abuse is exhausting to combat, and in some cases feels nearly impossible.
While receiving threats is terrifying enough, sometimes harassers will post
the personal information of their victim online. "Doxxing," or publishing
someone’s personal information online with the intent to harm (usually by
attempting to damage their reputation), has become more common over
the years.8 After this information is put online, it is difficult to remove.
This can occur either because it takes Twitter a while to take down the
information, or because the information will have already spread to other
corners of the Internet where people are not as kind and cooperative.
Some instances of doxxing result in the tormentors sending nude photos of
the victim (either real or photoshopped) to the victim’s boss or family
members, prank calling the victim, or even harassing the victim in their
own home. An extreme consequence of doxxing that has surfaced in recent
years has been labeled “swatting.” When a victim is swatted, an
anonymous tipster will call the police with false information claiming that
an emergency (often characterized as some sort of hostage situation) is
taking place at the victim’s home.9 The police will then send out a SWAT
team to take control of the non-existent situation. This usually ends with
the police bursting into the house of the victim with weapons drawn.
Obviously, this is both dangerous and terrifying for the victim of the
swatting attack, as well as a drain on emergency resources.
Although more comprehensive research regarding the effects of online
harassment of post-college adult women is still needed, one can look at
existing research to better understand the implications of online
harassment of women in general. Starting as young as middle school, boys
and girls will feel the negative effects of online bullying. Girls are most
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often the victims of cyber harassment, though they are also more likely to
be the perpetrators.10
Furthermore, women are more likely than men to experience a “wider
range of ill effects stemming from their cyber bullying experiences… [and]
in greater numbers.”11 Some of these ill effects include suicide, eating
disorders, anxiety disorders, decreased motivation to work or study, and a
host of other psychological problems.12 Some women no longer feel safe in
their homes or in the workplace. At one point, Anita Sarkeesian had to
cancel a lecture that was planned at Utah State University after an
anonymous harasser emailed both her and the university, threatening to
murder Sarkeesian and those who would have attended her lecture.13
Sadly, online harassment is not given the same amount of credibility as
other issued threats. Since communication through social media is
relatively new, there seem to be few limits about what is and is not okay.
For instance, a student may "tweet" about shooting up their school on
Twitter, and if another student reports the tweet, the offending student
could get in trouble with both the police and the school. However, if a
woman gets harassed online because of her gender or her expression of
feminist ideas, the results are mixed.
Many believe that the woman simply has the option to get offline, even if
her line of work requires a social media presence. Some believe that
harassment by strangers is too difficult or even impossible to control. Not
only does the victim not know the real name of their harasser, they might
not even be located near each other. Where do we draw the line between
free speech and a serious level of harassment?
There is currently a case being argued before the Supreme Court that seeks
to determine how we define a “true threat” over an online medium. In this
instance, a woman was the target of threatening messages written by her
out-of-state ex-husband, against whom she had a restraining order. While
he is currently in prison, his appeal to the Supreme Court states that his
violent and threatening words are akin to rap lyrics, in that they are
artistic representation of feeling and not true threats against his ex-wife.14
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The outcome of this case could set a precedent for combating online
harassment by determining what types of words indicate actual threats,
and could deny or secure safety for thousands of women online. Once a
legal precedent is set, it could ensure that the law enforcement community
understands that a threat published on Twitter is still a credible threat. If
a person truly fears for their safety, they should be able to report their
harassment to the police with the expectation that there will be a
legitimate investigation of some sort. When the consequences of online
harassment begin to line up with the consequences of real world
harassment, this type of abuse will no longer seem like a mere game.
So while we wait for a legal safety net, what else can be done? As stated
earlier, simply going offline is not an option. The onus should not be on
women to remove themselves from the public sphere, and according to
Franks it “does little or nothing to diminish its harmful impact.”15 Blocking
or reporting these users to Twitter has proven to be tedious, timeconsuming, and ineffective. Instead women need to bring awareness to the
harassment they personally face. Keeping this problem alive in the media,
whether it is in the mainstream news or on one’s personal blog, will
highlight the fact that cyber bullying isn’t a passing phase. The negative
effects of cyber bullying on children and college students have already
been scrutinized, and it is imperative that the public takes this problem
seriously no matter the age, gender, or popularity of the target.
Another possible solution is to publicly call out and engage the tormentors.
While engaging an online harasser usually results in further harassment
(we’ve all heard the phrase “Don’t feed the trolls!”), feminist writer Lindy
West received surprisingly positive results from engaging with a troll.
Upon writing an article about the problems of misogyny in the comedy
world, a troll (who named himself after her father who had recently passed
away from prostate cancer) began to harass her. After writing about her
experience with him online, her harasser emailed her and told her, “My
anger towards you stems from your happiness with your own being. It
offended me because it served to highlight my unhappiness with my own
self.” 16 He then went on to confess that he was closing down the offending
accounts. After interacting with him some more, West stated that her
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views of online harassment was somewhat changed. While she still reports
or blocks bullies, she found it “hard to feel hurt or frightened when [she’s]
flooded with pity.”17
Overall, women on Twitter must understand that constant harassment
does not have to be commonplace. There are more women than men on
social networking sites, and the fact that women from varied political,
religious, ethnic, and socioeconomic backgrounds are targeted establishes
a strong and diverse environment for change.18 While simply having a
social media presence increases a woman’s chances of being bullied,
Twitter still provides an opportunity to share stories of harassment in
order to attract media attention and to advocate for a safer Internet. As
women, we must band together online and ensure that Twitter is held
responsible for the harassment occurring on their website. If we can hold a
school or business responsible for the behavior of their students or
employees, we should insist that Twitter grant us certain protections as
well.
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Jane Sharp's The Midwives Book: Woman's Experience,
Authority, and Language
Shawna Guenther
Despite the strong historical presence of women as practitioners of natal
medicine,
in
seventeenth-century
England
the
developing
professionalization of the physician and the invention of obstetrical
technologies led to the masculinization of childbirth practices. In 1671,
Jane Sharp, allegedly the first English woman writer on midwifery,
responds to this shift throughout The Midwives Book, Or the Whole Art of
Midwifery Discovered, arguing for the excellence of woman's skill as well
as the necessity of women's birthing community. She provides the female
voice of authority as she critiques contemporary male-authored obstetrical
texts, and takes physicians to task for their lack of anatomical knowledge,
practical experience, and understanding about women and their bodies.
Thus, She destabilizes male medical practice and demands new theories of
women's corporeality based on anatomical observation rather than
patriarchal ideology. She also advocates better education for midwives,
which she insists is the domain of women. As a capable educator, skillfully
and candidly discussing physiology, procreation, and nativity for all who
care to learn, Sharp disrupts the gendered hierarchy of English patriarchal
society by mocking male superiority, demonstrating that experience and
authority, as well as medical practice and language, are very much the
purview of women.
As an authoritative writer and experienced midwife, Sharp critically
examines earlier (male-authored) texts and corrects their errors. She
illustrates physicians' lack of experience, and, most significantly, corrects
long-standing misconceptions about internal human anatomy, and of the
supposed innate inferiority of the female body. She criticizes the means by
which practitioners have obtained their so-called facts, undermining
Galenic medicine by testifying that “Some follow Galen herein, who never
saw a woman Anatomized; others Columbus, some Vesalius, but few or
none know the truth.”19 Sharp maintains, “Physicians are at a stand and
are never like to agree . . . [and] Yet Anatomists have narrowly enquired
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into this secret Cabinet.”20 Furthermore, she affirms that, while the male
physicians have little if any experience or knowledge of the interior of
women's bodies, the women midwives, through visual and tactile
experience, certainly know more. For example, in denying the sevenchamber womb theory (which claims a womb can contain seven infants),
she writes, “none that ever saw the womb can think so.”21 The possibility of
having such a litter is surely the result of examining animal bodies. She
ridicules physicians' determinations based on such animal observations or
abstract deductions: “I confess all these things have been questioned by
some, but I love not impertinent disputes.”22 She also debunks a long-held
notion that women can turn into men, an idea that developed out of the
one-sex model in which female reproductive organs are misinterpreted as
inversions of male organs. She agues that “the parts in men and women
are different in number, and likeness, substance, and proportion.”23 Sharp,
who may have examined hundreds of women in her thirty-year practice,
understands the value of anatomical experimentation for the advancement
of medicine: “true Anatomy ... would have been a great furtherance to
preserve others that were sick of the same disease that others died of
before.”24 The Midwives Book demands a re-thinking of contemporary
body theory and acts as a call for better medical research.
Sharp also criticizes the gynecological procedures practiced by physicians
to cure those illnesses specific to women and deems male practitioners
incapable of adjusting their methods for women, who are believed to have
weaker constitutions. She warns that the practitioner must be careful to
act at the proper moment in woman's cycle “because a Physician is but a
helper to nature, and if he observe not natures rules he will sooner kill
than cure.”25 As for a couple's inability to conceive, she astutely observes,
“sometimes Physicians judge barrenness proceeds from too great
similitude of persons; but I should rather think from some disproportion
of the Organs, or some impediment not easily perceived.”26 She looks for a
physiological problem, rather than relying on the veracity of a
superstitious cultural aphorism that usually places blame on the woman.
Sharp's position as a promoter of women's worth and challenger of
contemporary medical discourse is evident in her insistence upon the
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importance of the female seed in the contribution to the fetus and
consequently the necessity of women's enjoyment of sexual intercourse.
She writes, “there must be a conjunction of Male and Female for the
begetting of children,” and indicates that as ejaculation is necessary to
disperse the man's seed, so orgasm is necessary to release the woman's
seed, allowing the two to mingle.27 She concludes that if the “they would
have no desire, nor delight, not would they ever conceive.”28 Sharp not
only explains the structure and the purpose of each body part, but also
shows young men and women that sexual intercourse, within marriage, is
pleasurable and natural, Nature having made it so. As well, she assures her
female readers that “women have no more cause to be angry, or be
ashamed of what Nature hath given us than men have, we cannot be
without ours no more than they can want theirs.”29 She is frank and open
when describing both male and female anatomy, without being obscene.
Thus, she de-sensationalizes women's sexual desire and sanctifies it. She
also demystifies the private parts of men and women without being lewd
or coy.
Emphasizing the importance of woman as a patient deserving of the best
care possible, Sharp staunchly advocates the place of women as midwives
at a time when, as Pam Morris writes, “a radical transformation ... to the
management of childbirth that passed largely from the control of women
midwives to that of male midwives.”30 As Hilary Marland maintains,
midwives in Sharp’s era are “political figures ... defending their status and
occupation against the invasion of male practice.”31 Sharp invokes every
argument at her disposal to advocate the gender agency of midwifery, but
she is fighting against strong opposition. The encroachment of men into
the traditionally female occupation of midwifery indicates the desire of
male physicians to fashion themselves as a professional society governing
health care in toto, maintaining their authority through the continued
exclusion and alienation of women at universities and from the
technologies associated with these male-oriented obstetrics. Mary Phillips
confirms that “[t]he struggle between male and female midwives was
centred ostensibly on who should take charge of childbirth, but underlying
that were deeper epistemological issues regarding authenticity of
knowledge and experience.”32 Male fears about the power of women as
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medical practitioners mirrors their fears about the disruption of the
hegemonic ideology of women's inferiority. But Sharp affirms, “the Art of
Midwifery chiefly concern[s] us, which, even the best Learned men will
grant, yielding something of their own to us, when they are forced to
borrow from us the very name they practice by, and to call themselves
Men-Midwives.”33
Sharp's argument for women midwives is strengthened by her insistence
that it is the fact that they are women that allows midwives to be so
successful. First, she indicates that the care of women and children is
within the very nature of women: “the Art of Midwifery chiefly concern
us.”34 Who better to comprehend a woman's body and its natural functions
and pains? She writes, “yet farther knowledge may be gain'd by a long and
diligent practice, and be communicated to others of our own sex.”35 Who
better to impart knowledge to women than women? Importantly, she also
recognizes the importance of female community during labor and the
laying-in period, the midwife being the central figure of the group of
gossips attending the mother for physical and psychological support at a
time when men are traditionally excluded. Further, the presence of a man
in the birthing room disrupts this female community and the ceremony of
childbirth: “A man-midwife's assistance at the birth was regarded as a
violation of both modesty and nature.”36 A male midwife or physician
would also suppress women's experienced voices at a time when they are
needed most.
Sharp's argument continues with her insistence on the need for proper
education to allow women midwives to function. She validates the validity
of women's abilities, writing:
[W]here there is [sic] no Men of Learning, the women are sufficient
to perform this duty: and even in our own Nation, . . . the poor
Country people where there are none but women to assist . . . the
women are as fruitful, and as safe and well delivered . . . than the
greatest Ladies of the Land. (The Midwives Book, 12)

Then, she argues for formal education: “Some people may think, that then
it is not proper for women to be of this profession, because they cannot
attain so rarely to the knowledge of things as men may, who are bred up in
Universities.”37 Additionally, she wishes women midwives to be educated
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beyond the scope of the problem-free delivery: “had we not some
competent insight into the Theory, we could never know how to proceed to
practice.”38 It is not the fact that these midwives are women, but the fact
that they are uneducated, that makes them poor practitioners. At the time
of delivery, “[a]ll Women, Midwives especially should be well seen against
this time of necessity,” and the midwives should be trained to handle
emergency situations.39 Thus she describes such occurrences in her book,
including the signs indicating that the mother's life is in peril and that the
child is stillborn. And despite the fact that new technologies, available only
to physicians, excluded women midwives from developing their skills in
concert with emerging scientific practices, she insists that she and other
female midwives had experience with some crude instruments. She frankly
discusses the necessary, if gruesome, procedures required, but she is
specific in her demand that the patient is of prime importance, advising
midwives to carry out such procedures “gently that you do not hurt the
woman.”40 With proper education and experience, and a natural empathy
for their own sex, midwives, she insists, should be women, even during
difficult deliveries. Finally, she invokes the most important authority, the
Bible: “There being not so much as one word concerning Men-midwives
mentioned there . . . it being the natural propriety of women to be much
seeing into that Art.”41 According to God and Nature, midwifery is the
domain of women.
In addition to her development of an authoritative text, Sharp deliberately
adopts her own authorial style. To enable a wide readership, she uses
English vernacular, void of polysyllabic technical terms and learned
diction, as generally found in the male-authored texts. Chastising other,
more technical writers, she writes, “It is not hard words that perform the
work, as if none understood the Art that cannot understand Greek.”42
Because her text is in plain English, it can better inform. Artificial and
inflated language is mere puffery:
I have as briefly and plainly as I could, laid down a description of
the parts of generation of both sexes, purposely omitting hard
names . . . by giving you the meaning of them where there is no
need, unless it be for such persons who desire to know Words rather
than Things. (The Midwives Book, 12)

Neither does she expostulate excessively on philosophical or religious
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matters; she writes what she deems necessary and moves to the next topic.
Elizabeth Tebeaux comments on Sharp's text, saying it is “a plain style
which foreshadowed a modern technical writing style,” and noting that she
“apparently realized that a difference existed between writing that would
be used to enable the reader to perform a task and writing that would be
read slowly and leisurely.”43 Sharp's style, therefore, effectively enables her
purposes. Discretely, she repeatedly uses metaphors and analogies to
explain the reproductive organs and their functioning to lay-people and
women midwives. Thus she avoids immodest or obscene language (and, in
fact, correct medical terms). She identifies the “Yard” (a common
euphemism for “penis”) in an agricultural metaphor that would be easily
(and likely amusingly) understood by readers: “The Yard is as it were the
Plow wherewith the ground is tilled, and made fit for production of Fruit”
and “Men in the act of procreation is the agent and tiller, the sower of the
Ground, woman is the Patient or Ground to be tilled, who brings Seed also
as well as the Man.”44 Consequently, she discusses female parts and
woman's role in reproduction in similar terms. The metaphorical
descriptions that she employs seem quite laughable to a sophisticated
twenty-first-century reader, but may have been necessary for the benefit of
her unlearned contemporaries.
Sharp's style, however, may be counter-productive by inciting the very
fears that impel male practitioners to fashion themselves as superior. She
teasingly devalues men by mocking their assumed superiority:
[B]ecause it is commonly maintain'd, that the Masculine gender is
more worthy than the Feminine, though perhaps when men have
need of us they will yield priority to us; that I may not forsake the
ordinary method, I shall begin with men, and treat last of my own
sex, so as to be understood by the meanest capacity. (The Midwives
Book, 32)

She further deconstructs the notion of man's innate superiority by
referring, several times, to wives' ability to cuckold their husbands: “some
there are that plow up other mens ground.”45 Even more distressing to her
male readers, she relates a (necessarily foreign) tale in which she reverses
the conventional gender hierarchy of patriarchal society and its language:
I have heard a French man complain sadly, that when he first
married his Wife, it was no bigger nor wider than would fit his turn,
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but now it was grown as a Sack; Perhaps the fault was not the
womans but his own, his weapon shrunk and was grown too little for
the scabbard. (The Midwives Book, 23)

Here, she not only inverts the conventional terminology of the primacy of
man's “weapon” by empowering the “scabbard,” but she succinctly
debunks traditional omnipresent culpability of women’s bodies upon
which male hegemony bases its power.
Owing to the tenacious support of women’s authority in the field of
midwifery, Jane Sharp’s The Midwives Book, Or the Whole Art of
Midwifery Discovered, is an important work in obstetrical history. She
tasks herself not only with providing midwives and interested men or
women with valuable knowledge about pregnant bodies, reproduction, and
health care, but with critiquing previous texts and emphatically defining
“midwife” as female. She uses her text, one that Eve Keller concludes is
“presented as if it were a passive distillation of the latest medical
knowledge available” [my italics], to demonstrate a triple-sanctioning of
female midwives, by some physicians, the Bible, and Nature itself, while
also disparaging the intrusion of men into a woman’s medical sphere.46
Furthermore, the fact that she writes skillfully about every aspect of
human regeneration from the body parts to sexual pleasure to conception,
birth, and childcare situates her as the woman of knowledge and authority
that was the target of the male fear underlying the professional move
toward male midwifery. The book is also important for her subtle
dismantling of the assumption that women’s inferiority was biologically
determined. She deviates from Galenic medical theory and equalizes male
and female roles in the importance of sexual pleasure and contributions to
reproduction. With her expansive content that includes frank discussions
(in which women can participate) of sexuality, breastfeeding, and child
care, she adds to the cultural understanding of bodies, sex, and
reproduction using vernacular and candid language. And in her use of
metaphor she aids her readers’ understanding and deconstructs male
hegemonic superiority. Jane Sharp takes control of language with the
same authority, giving license to women medical writers of her time and
the future.
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The Bright and Dark Sides of Assisted Reproductive Technology
(ART)
Natalia Fernández Jimeno
Motherhood and reproduction are of ever-present questions for feminist
and women’s movements because they relate to highly controversial
questions at a social level. However, in the last 30 years Assisted
Reproductive Technology (ART) has produced changes both in human
reproduction and its perception. In addition, this technology has enabled
many people to have biological children, amongst them single women and
lesbians who at a particular moment in their lives wish to fulfill their
desire to be mothers without the intervention of a man. For that reason,
the social perception considers Assisted Reproductive Technology or
“ART” as a great positive achievement, and social discussion focuses on
emphasizing how ART opens the possibility of motherhood and
fatherhood to many people who have fertility problems. In this way, a
discussion is generated in which ART is positioned as being the solution to
a medical problem or to a failed biological function. There are voices
against this general view that ART means an unconditional progress, and
put forward the possibility that ART may cause more harm than benefits
for its users. Some of the strongest criticisms of ART implicate the
assumptions about class and gender with which these technologies are
designed and used. In this sense, the economic interests of the clinics and
the technological and pharmaceutical industries are served by the
patriarchal nature of the technoscientific system that assists them in
reaching greater profitability at the expense of women.
One of the principal criticisms of ART coming from some sections of
contemporary feminism is that its positioning of it as the solution to
medical or biological problems means that a heteronormative discussion is
generated in which a symbolic order is created—here the dynamic between
“the woman” and “the mother” arises. In this sense, and as noted by Pérez
Sedeño and Sanchez, ART “supposes the attempt of technology to create
authentic women, since these could only be such (from this perspective) if
they are mothers.”1 In this way, motherhood is made natural so that it
constitutes an essential characteristic of women. In creating this symbolic
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order, ideological, professional and economic elements combine which
lead to the view that infertility is an illness, the only solution to which is
the use of very expensive techniques.2 ART therefore presents itself as a
means of power to oppress women, exerting social pressure that pushes
them to fulfill their principal objective. This objective is none other than
to be mothers, since medicine and technology provide the means to solve
what is presented as being a problem. If it is natural for women to be
mothers and technology solves the problem of infertility, there will be no
women who don’t want to be mothers.
The promise of ART that every woman can become a mother
restores the assumption that every woman wants to be a mother,
irrespective of her health, her age, her life-course. This
reinstates the assumption of a universal maternal desire as part
of woman’s nature. It may result in a “normative” situation, in
which women find themselves questioned at any stage in their
life if they abstain from motherhood. (Neyer & Bernardi 2011,
170)

In this way it becomes difficult to escape from the cultural ideal of
biological motherhood and it is not common to put forward symbolic
alternatives, such as adoption. Through ART and scientific development,
power articulates a view of ideal motherhood that has become an incessant
cultural construction. This view has little to do with female essence or
nature. It is a mystical view of motherhood that rigidly contrasts with the
very limited ability of medical institutions in Spain to perpetuate such a
view.
Another of the principal criticisms of ART originating in feminism is the
abuse of certain practices and uses of certain technologies on women’s
bodies. Such is the case regarding the use of hormones in ART, which are
applied to women to increase the possibilities of achieving pregnancy.
Hormonal treatment, aside from carrying high economic costs, provokes
in women significant emotional and psychological imbalances, which in
turn influence the hopes of success or failure and subject women to a high
level of stress.3 Failure of a cycle often causes women to fall into a route
from which it is difficult to escape—since after the failure of one cycle
comes the hope of the next one. A good example of how this process affects
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women is found in the testimony of Silvia García, lesbian woman who
went for IVF (in vitro fertilization) treatment:
Every time that your menstrual cycle arrives, it fails; your
frustration builds up that you have failed, doesn’t it? Well, how
have you failed, how has the technique failed. Well, no, and you
feel that you have failed, how couldn’t I, my body couldn’t, did it
know or not...it did what it had to do. You have the sensation of
individual failure, yours and this happens to you when you
menstruate or you do the test and it comes out negative. But
then, immediately, you can begin another treatment. Then there
is frustration but what you do is accept that frustration and then
become interested again. Therefore, emotionally it is hard
because it is a roller coaster—you get to the bottom, you go up
again, you have hope once more . . .4

Another risk of hormonal therapy is the appearance of lumps in the breast
and the appearance of cancer, which in turn puts the patients in a state of
complete restlessness.5 In addition, in the cases of in vitro fertilization,
hyper-stimulation of the ovaries is needed to obtain oocytes, which can
carry the risk of overstimulation and early menopause.
Infertility is portrayed as an illness that should be treated. However, as
Silvia Tubert indicates, ART is not presented as “a cure for an illness,
unless it is considered that not having children is such” an idea which has
a marked ideological character.6 From the outset, women’s bodies are
subject to a series of procedures that require constant attention. These
include: aggressive procedures with X-rays, ovary stimulation via
hormones, ovary ecographs, doses of estradiol in the blood, collection of
eggs via puncture, embryo transplant, daily control of temperature,
hormonal controls, medication, absolute rest. A whole series of procedures
and medical controls which cause pain to many women and generally a
state of stress and anxiety.7 The anatomical body is transformed into what
has been stated, giving importance to the subject herself, since the body
needs to be treated so that it will function “correctly.” In this way,
discussion is limited to the anatomical body without subjective references,
thereby becoming “medicalised” to the extent that this is not discussed
outside medical terms.
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Critics of ART also point out that it has developed into a very profitable
business, which plays with the lives of the people being treated, since the
perception is generated amongst its users that the economic criteria of
doctors take priority.8 Costs in general are high, although this varies from
one clinic to another. Also variable is the type of procedure used and
number of attempts. To fixed costs it is necessary to add the variable ones,
such as egg donations, cryoconservation of embryos, and the hormones
that are used during pregnancy. It is also necessary to differentiate
between private and public clinics, given the difference in availability of
resources, and their ability to purchase eggs and other stocks.9 In Spain in
recent years the use of ART has been limited in public clinics, such that
single women and lesbians have not had access to these treatments, which
is the case with one of our interviewees, who decided to become a mother
but the public health service refused her treatment.10 For this reason, she
received treatment in a private clinic, in the same way as many lesbian
women do. As a result of the public health services’ refusal to treat these
women, a new market was created for the private clinics.
Actually, the impression you receive by everything to do with
assisted reproduction techniques is that it is a complete market
place, but above all it is a business that is playing with people’s
hopes and wishes, can you see? There is a lot of accumulated
frustration in the assisted reproduction centers and you never
are certain that they are giving you a treatment or not . . .
Certainly, in contrast to the private market, what do you get
from the public health service? The certainty that what they are
going to do, they will do it for you and for them to avoid the
minimum possible cost, so they will do it well, in other words
they are not going to play with you. In the private system,
however, economic interests come in between. Just see how
much money is earned there, with the attention that we get in
the unit, that he was the head of the unit at that time . . . if this
happened in April, in November he founded a clinic in Asturias
that is called FIV 4. There will be plenty of business for someone
who has been working for many years in that unit, as its head,
without setting up a unit and suddenly the lesbians and single
women are excluded and a clinic is set up.11

Despite the criticisms, ART also presents positive aspects, such as the fact
that it allows women to decide for themselves if and when they want to be
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mothers, without depending upon a male companion. Single women or
lesbians who decide to use ART do so because it is a way for them to
achieve pregnancy on their own terms. Other ways would be costly in
personal and moral terms, as well as possibly carrying subsequent
difficulties. In the case of lesbian women it would signify acting against
themselves or violating themselves.
The anonymity of the donor is very positive since it serves to guarantee
that complicated situations will not arise subsequently. Compared with
home insemination or sporadic sexual relations, which can carry the risk
of diseases or moral dilemmas, ART is valued very highly in that it brings
the security of donor selection, the rigorous tests to which semen are
subjected, and other medical safeguards. These safety measures help
create a clear distinction between sexuality and reproduction. This allows
women a measure of control over their own bodies and their reproductive
health in a way that favors their autonomy and freedom.12
In addition, ART signifies a great advance for the LGBTQI community
given that in the past people fell back on home methods, practices which
were surrounded by secrets and which carried an immense set of
difficulties.13 For lesbian women who have suffered social discrimination,
the appearance of ART opens the possibility of a new era in which they can
fulfill their desire to be mothers via procedures which separate sexuality
from reproduction and which allow them access to motherhood without
making them dependent upon heteronormative relationships. However,
the situation changes when these women do not have a stable economic
situation or have precarious jobs. In this sense, women with poor working
conditions cannot afford to finance these treatments or take the time
necessary to recuperate from pregnancy without the risk of losing their
jobs. Without institutional and legislative protection, affording them
financial support and defending the rights of the female workers when it
comes to job dismissals, it is not possible for them to carry out these
treatments. Nevertheless, it is important to emphasize that ART plays an
important role for women who wish to become parents outside
heteronormative gender roles. In this way ART is a source of social
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legitimization for these women and as such increases the parenting
options for these women.
On the other hand, ART is seen as being a set of practices that have
contributed to the creation and the support of motherhoods that are
different from the traditional model since they have permit single women
and lesbians to become mothers.14 In this way, new forms of motherhood
are being constructed which go against patriarchal, heteronormative
practices and therefore destabilize these binary logics. In turn, this break
with the paradigm of patriarchal culture also destabilizes the “essence” of
“natural” motherhood, according to which a woman’s realization of her
role as a normative mother is dependent upon her realization of her role as
a “natural” woman. In patriarchal cultures, there is an oppressive relation
between motherhood and femininity, such that women are defined by
their reproductive function. This relation is dependent upon women being
reduced to their reproductive function in such a way that a ‘should be’ (a
woman) is added to an ‘is’ (a woman), in what is known as the naturalist
fallacy.15 This ideologically constructed norm’s objective is to control
women’s sexuality and reproduction. Women are limited to their maternal
function, and thus transfigured into an ideological ideal.
In this sense, these new models of motherhood question the maternal
ideal and the mystique of motherhood by providing opportunities for
motherhood without the need for a stable partnership or a man, that is, a
motherhood that does not fit in to traditional models. If men are not
necessary (nor stable partnerships) to achieve motherhood and women
have self-sufficiency, the system of heteropatriarchal norms is invalidated
to the extent that these new practices open up a new range of possibilities
that provide an alternative to the current hegemony. These new forms of
motherhood go against the institution of traditional motherhood, which is
no more than a patriarchal construction that dictates the forms which
motherhood should take. ART allows these women not only to exercise
their right to motherhood, but also, in doing so they cease to validate the
system of heteropatriarchal norms and thereby motherhood as a
patriarchal institution. In this way, ART opens up the possibility of new
models of motherhood, not only for particular women but also for women
in general.
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Finally, it should not be forgotten that ART is a technology of considerable
value in the way in which it is designed and used. This technology is
produced and designed by the technology industry and by capitalist
pharmaceutical companies, whose interests are primarily economic. As we
have seen, this reproductive technology has the capacity to dominate and
subject the bodies of women through repetitive, methodical, and
aggressive treatments. For this reason, ART is another way for patriarchal
capitalist power to continue to exert its class and gender domination.
However, the system can also be used to resist domination, as in the case
of lesbian or single women who have the economic means to take
advantage of this very expensive technology. As such, the capitalist system
dispenses with patriarchal values upon finding a new market focus that is
profitable. It is precisely these contradictions and these new subversive
forms of motherhood that prevent the system of heteropatriarchal norms
from being forever validated.
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My Future Body: Pinterest and the Advent of Digital Self-Help
Natalie Peters
As I am logging on to my Pinterest account, the homepage features a photo
of a young woman pitching a tent, with the text “She used Pinterest to get
back outside. Join Pinterest to find (and save!) all the things that inspire
you.” My homepage is flooded with an assortment of images: there are
mouthwatering photos of cheese and garlic “crack” bread, as well as
campanelle with burrata cheese, lemon, and garlic; there are plentiful
photos of women in cozy sweaters, jackets, and boots; there are
superfluous images of women with impossibly symmetrical curls; and
finally, plenty of motivational messages that encourage me to “keep
moving!” There is a promise attached to each one of these images: that I
can make a meal worthy of Good Housekeeping; that I can emulate any of
the latest looks in winter fashion; that I can achieve perfect waves in thirty
minutes or less; and of course, that I can achieve all of my fitness and
weight loss goals with hard work and self-motivation.
With an estimated 50 million visitors, Pinterest has risen exponentially in
popularity over the past four years.1 As a “photo-collecting site,” users can
acquire links or images from across the Internet, convert them to “pins,”
and categorize them in any way they like. For inspiration, Pinterest users
can also chose an array of topics to follow, ranging from “urban design” to
“wedding ideas.” As a markedly feminine venue for image and idea
sharing, Pinterest is likened to a modern day form of scrapbooking. Unlike
the traditional practice, however, discoveries and creations are open to the
public.2 Because it functions much like a wish list, or a visual map for the
future, Pinterest can conceivably be a forum through which users,
particularly women, seek out advice and visually demonstrate their intent
to improve themselves to others.
Although its uses are undoubtedly diverse, it seems as though many
women already turn to Pinterest for self-help. Before even logging in,
users are made aware that they can use the site to improve themselves and
their lives, whether this means “getting back outside,” or learning how to
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become more “normatively” feminine. Specifically, normative femininity is
inscribed on the body, as evident in the multitude of pins devoted to
fitness, body size, and body image. Using this theme of body image as an
example, I will thus argue that Pinterest marks a convergence between
self-help and social media. In particular, I contend that weight-loss pins
confer moral responsibility onto users for maintaining “normative” bodies,
thus negating the body as a site of political struggle. In addition, I also
explore the ways that “body positive” pins, while rejecting the principle of
self-improvement, likewise embody a rhetoric of self-help by promoting
the internalization of bodily issues. Even though Pinterest is an online
space imbued with power, I do note that it can still be pleasurable and
offer advantages to its users.
There has been a marked rise in visual culture over the past several
decades. As Martin Robert notes, “in the postmodern world the domain of
aesthetics has become one of the primary arenas for postmodern forms of
governmentality.”3 This link between physical appearance and moral
citizenship is evident in many of the makeover televisions shows that
emerged in the early 2000s, such as What Not to Wear (2003) and
Extreme Makeover (2004). These programs are driven by narratives in
which subjects, most often women, are “liberated” from their state of
misplaced subjectivity through changes to their physical appearance. Yet
the transformation is not merely physical; as Brenda Weber explains,
“makeover programs construct a version of the good and proper citizen as
one who is self-aware, an active participant in consumer culture, marked
as racially normative, and willing to alter the material signifiers of subject
status to more fully assimilate into a dominant model of ‘American’
citizenry.”4 Pre-transition subjects “suffer” from an occluded selfhood, a
selfhood that can be reclaimed through an individual, apolitical decision to
rebuild oneself from the outside in. The moral message that can be
garnered from makeover culture is that all women, regardless of race,
class, or personal history, are capable of “finding themselves,” so long as
this endeavor culminates in a normative body that is “properly” feminine.
The value of transformation is evident in the pervasive influence of the
diet industry, wherein Pinterest is no exception. Indeed, users can find a
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plethora of pins under the category of “Weight Loss,” with subcategories
such as “Lose Weight Quick” and “Weight Loss Pics.” Nearly all pins under
these categories are devoted to tips, how-to's, and motivational images,
and may thus function in ways similar to traditional self-help.
Additionally, a vast majority of pins are coded as feminine, featuring
images of slender female bodies or appealing to purportedly feminine
anxieties surrounding “looking sexy” and “losing the muffin top.” Consider
the following post that boasts 458 "repins":
dear body, i'm sorry i've treated you this way, feeding you the
wrong foods and not taking care of you. i promise to do better and
get you back to the best shape and fitness level you can be.5

Much like the rhetoric of self-help books and makeover TV, the individual
reader is conferred responsibility for change. Furthermore, one's body
shape is apparently indicative of their ability to make morally “right” or
“wrong” choices; thus, choosing to eat healthy foods demonstrates one's
commitment “to use the mythic American values of forbearance...and
determination to vanquish the enemy within, affirming the process that
willpower triumphs over adversity.”6 Free will is a resounding message
across many weight-loss oriented pins, assuring users that they alone are
in control of their own destiny and that failure is chosen. This is evident in
a pin that displays an undeniably victorious woman superimposed with
the text “It's a slow process...don't make it slower by quitting.”7 The word
“quit” is morally imbued, laden with the implication that one has made the
“wrong” decision of neglecting to strive towards normalcy.
Many motivational pins even allude to feminism, albeit stripped from its
political context. Take, for instance, a pin that reads “strong is the new
skinny”: the text of this image places emphasis on the importance of being
a “strong” woman, both in mind and body, rather than merely a sexy body
for the purpose of pleasing the male gaze.8 In a similar vein, one pin
featuring a lean dancer in the midst of a tremendous leap, states:
Don't do it for skinny jeans, ex-boyfriend or the opinions of fake,
stupid people. Don't do it for acceptance or conformity to societal
pressure or some photoshopped image in a superficial
magazine…Do it for you!9

These statements seem, on the surface, to discredit makeover culture by
rejecting social influence and the male gaze as motivators for weight loss
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and fitness. Instead, readers are taught that deciding to shape their bodies
are decisions made for themselves (present persuasion aside) that will
ultimately allow them to feel strong and empowered. Both reproduce a
common paradox by “taking feminism into account,” while simultaneously
disregarding the sociopolitical context in which these women exist.10 The
fact that these messages are framed around the concept of free choice
obscures the longstanding systematic barriers that complicate the notion
of “doing it for you” as well as the ways in which woman's diet and fitness
choices are affected by the widespread devaluation of non-normative
bodies.
In contrast, self-improvement sometimes is described as an obligation to
others, further complicating the notion of weight loss as a free choice.
Many self-help books and makeover television shows previously have
appealed to women's purported inclination to please others; for instance,
the reoccurring rhetoric of programs such as The Swan and What Not to
Wear elucidates the potential for change to inspire others, and postmakeover subjects are informed that they can serve as role models to their
friends and family members. For women in particular, their subject status
seems to be contingent upon their ability to care for others, particularly
children.11 One pin that aptly demonstrates this principle features a thin
woman doing push-ups as two young children look on; the caption reads
“Thought about stopping...then I noticed who was watching.”12 Solidifying
the link between self-change and moral citizenship, women are called
upon to fulfill their civic duties by aligning themselves with normative
femininity, which in this case is intertwined with physical fitness and
motherhood, and thereby setting an example for others.
Post-makeover bodies are also seen as useful for comparison, allowing for
women to police themselves and others; emotions such as shame and
jealousy are evoked in order to inspire change. One graphic features a lean,
muscular woman donning boxing gloves, juxtaposed with the text “make
them jealous . . . 4 weeks for you to notice your body changing...8 weeks
for your friends . . . 12 weeks for the rest of the world . . . DON'T QUIT
NOW.”13 This hypothetical envy apparently serves as an incentive for
weight loss, which, in many ways, reduces female friendships to units of
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comparison. Alison Winch refers to this prevailing trope as the “girlfriend”
model, in which “comparison, envy, and competitiveness are recognized to
be a useful part of friendship as they encourage women to…conduct
themselves correctly in this image-based culture.”14 The moral
responsibility associated with weight loss is evident; women must practice
self-care so that they can also persuade others to “normalize” their own
bodies.
The expectation to serve as a role model for others by means of physical
transformation is particularly evident in the numerous pins devoted to
“before and after” comparison photos of weight loss. Users can even select
“Weight Loss Pictures” as an interest and henceforth receive relevant pins
on their feed. These pins, often tagged with the phrase “thinspiration,”
underlie the considerable social value attached to the “post-makeover self
[which] occupies a joyful position represented as rich in agency and selfreflexivity.”15 Undergoing a diet or fitness regimen does not merely entail
physical change, but rather, the discovery of a new self (or perhaps the
reclamation of a “lost self”); users are motivated to “Do what is necessary
to become who you want to be.”16 Before bodies are abject and often
unrecognizable as subjects, as the following before and after image reveals:
on the left is a woman “battling obesity” and on the right is the same
woman who is now thin and muscular. An arrow indicates her weight
change (373 to 161) and the overlaying text reads, “I'm Now Truly
Living.”17 Her life before her weight loss was apparently not a “true” life,
and through her physical change she reclaims moral status and selfhood.
The images and articles that circulate throughout Pinterest use a rhetoric
parallel to that of traditional self-help culture: they promote personal
responsibility; they foster social comparison and peer policing; finally,
they present self-transformation as freely chosen. Oftentimes, self-help
programs are described as arduous, necessitating a significant amount of
time and labor.18 This is a point at which Pinterest begins to deviate from
traditional self-help: it is fun. The ability to explore different identities,
discover one's taste, and collect a variety of aesthetically pleasing images is
enjoyable. Even pins pertaining to weight loss, a notoriously difficult
endeavor, can be gratifying; for instance, captions reading “What an
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amazing transformation!” and “Awesome Before and After Weight Loss
Pictures,” are indicative of enthusiasm. Evidently, women undergoing the
previously difficult endeavor of self-change have found ways to ease the
transition by visualizing incentives. As Philips, Miller, and McQuarrie
note, “To be able to possess that image by pinning it to one's board can
provide the same pleasure as the acquisition of a desired physical object”;
thus, Pinterest can function as a “weight loss wish list,” which provides a
pleasurable experience for dieters as they visualize the bodies they wish to
have themselves.19 Users can actually pin images of bodies that they wish
to model their own after; for instance, one user pinned a photo of a thin
yet curvy women, exclaiming “so want to look like this right now!” Another
user responds to an image stating, “can I be this tiny, please?” The fact
that users can select pictures and sort them into a wish list, akin to a
desired house or car, has the effect of rendering the body an object that is
somehow separable from the lived experience of the woman it belongs to.
Pinning is presented as an activity that is fun and freely chosen; yet, the
notion of “free choice” can be confusing within seemingly narrow
parameters of acceptability. The visible bodies on weight loss boards are of
minimal diversity, with little variation in body size and shape; they are
usually white; they are “conventionally” feminine; and they are always
able-bodied. Despite the presentation of choice, as clearly indicated on the
glorious faces of the post-transformation women who are featured in these
photos, weight loss pins present a world with few acceptable models of
femininity; this is especially problematic given the close association with
the makeover and subjectivity, and begs the question of whether pretransformation or other non-normatively feminine subjects are seen as
capable of laying claim to subjectivity.
Pinterest is a new venue for self-help and thus calls upon users to fulfill
their “civic duties” of self-management. Weight loss is painted as a moral
obligation, and those who do properly align themselves with normative
femininity are implicitly shamed. Interestingly, pins may also be used in
ways that subvert the mandates of self-improvement culture. A prominent
example is seen in the wealth of “body positive” pins that encourage
women not to change their bodies, or to otherwise accept who they are.
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One popular pin reads, “Hating your body will never get you as far as
loving it will.”20 Some pins may directly challenge the rhetoric of makeover
culture, in which body size is linked to virtue and beauty; for instance, one
illustration depicts a woman alongside the following text:
Marina loves her striped dress, but the fashion magazines said
horizontal stripes didn't fit her body shape. Don't you care about
those magazines, Marina. The important thing is for you to wear
what you like and to feel comfortable with your own body.21

The denial that “non-normative” bodies can wear horizontal stripes is
certainly a piece of advice that you might read from a mainstream
magazine or hear uttered from the “no-nonsense” experts of What Not to
Wear.22 On the contrary, many body positive pins decline the normalizing
rhetoric of makeover television and broader culture of “fat shaming,”
encouraging women to accept their bodies as they are and dress the way
that they like.
These body positive pins and the websites from which they are derived,
however, do not completely thwart the culture of self-help. The text from
an infographic entitled “5 mantras for daily self-love” illustrates the ways
in which body positivity and self-help coalesce:
Repeat these kind & positive messages to yourself every day…
• I make time to nourish my mind, body, and spirituality
• I am abundant in all things that bring me joy
• I am worthy of love, and I am full of love for others
• I am a powerful force for good in the world
• I am beautiful & radiant with light from within23

The advice from this pin resembles many of the introspective practices
advocated by self-help authors, particularly in the way that spirituality is
central to their overall message of self-acceptance. Wendy Simonds notes
the trend in which self-help authors adopt religious messages; most often,
religion is stripped from its community in order to accommodate the
reader's isolation.24 In other words, self-help readers need not turn to a
religious community for help, nor align themselves with political causes.
Instead, they need only look within themselves to recognize their capacity
to achieve self-love and self-acceptance. While confidence and the ability
to be accept oneself regardless of body size seem like worthy goals to
achieve, the apolitical nature of these messages begs the question of
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whether Pinterest can serve as an avenue for activism, particularly the
promotion of body positivity.
Social media may provide tools for women to express themselves in ways
that mainstream media simply does not.25 The potential for rewriting
predominant narratives, however, is somewhat circumscribed by the
closed source, static nature of Pinterest, and users may feel as though
there are resigned to pinning and re-pinning the work of others.
Furthermore, Pinterest campaigns may be characteristic of “slacktivism,” a
term insinuating that internet-based campaigns do little to dismantle
hegemonic power structures and only serve to reduce guilt in the largely
privileged sector of society who engages in these types of activities.26 While
these criticisms are not unwarranted, I hesitate to discount Pinterest and
the Internet as potential sources for activism. Women may engage with
Pinterest in ways that help them foster communities that are otherwise
unavailable to them, and can also elicit feelings of empowerment among
those who perceive their work as an assertion of control over their
femininity. Of course, disproportionate access to Internet technologies and
the homogeneity of the women that appear on Pinterest are significant
issues that should not go unexamined.
Pinterest is an emerging technology that fits squarely within an
increasingly visual culture. It expands upon and reconfigures the culture of
self-help, particularly with respect to the concepts of selfhood and choice.
Much like the narratives reveal on makeover television shows, the body is
paramount to selfhood, and through the process of the makeover, one can
fully accept citizenship status. As the countless after-bodies that have
materialized on Pinterest weight loss pages indicate, the visual
transformation of the body is still seen as crucial to subjectivity. Then
again, readers of self-help, viewers of reality television, and “pinners” are
capable of critically engaging with these works. We cannot quite
understand the experiences of Pinterest users unless we speak with them;
therefore, future research might benefit from in-depth interviews with
these users to determine how these messages are received.
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Call for Critical Reviews
Feminist Spaces is seeking reviews of various textual modes in its next
issue, to be released September 2015. These reviews may address books,
films, musical numbers, etc., that contend with women’s studies,
investigate a critical issue surrounding feminism, or demonstrate the
pervasiveness of oppressive ideology within social, political, or cultural
spheres.
If you are interested in composing a review, please contact Managing
Editor, Etienne Lambert, at feministspacesjournal@gmail.com for more
information.
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